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An easy-to-use, step-by-step guide to calling Canada homeMore and more Americans are
thinking of moving to Canada to find a job, attend colleges and universities, peace of mind---
even retirement---and whatever their motivations, they will have to navigate the Canadian
immigration, citizenship, and naturalization processes.So whether you're thinking about moving
or already have your bags packed, How to Move to Canada is for you. It's a straightforward,
friendly, informative handbook that delivers on its promise, providing readers with a thorough
understanding of what to expect and where to get help and more information.How to Move to
Canada offers:--A realistic appreciation of what Canada has to offer Americans--Snapshots of
Canada's provinces and territories and their major cities--Interviews with immigration experts
and Americans who have emigrated to Canada--An immigration checklist and a comprehensive
list of resources to consult for more information--Real-life, hands-on perspectives, and
invaluable adviceHow to Move to Canada makes the move north feel possible, supplying
readers with a clear understanding of what they'll need in order to make a run for the border.

From Publishers WeeklyRecently, 1.1 million Canadians voted Tommy Douglas, "the
Sakatchewan premier who spearheaded Canada's universal health care system" the "Greatest
Canadian" of all time. This sort of mentality is what makes Canadian emigration more and more
enticing to Americans out of step with their homeland's priorities. In their easy-to-follow and
comprehensive guide, Kreuzer, editor-in-chief of the Travel Arts Syndicate, and Canadian-
American Bennett offer a detailed action plan for those serious about making a permanent move
northward. From the color of pen to use on the application to the rules regarding moving from
Hawaii with a houseplant, the volume covers details vital and otherwise, and supplies websites
and phone numbers for additional information. In addition to the hows, Kreuzer and Bennett
provide the whys from a Canadian perspective: apparently, skilled workers are needed, and as it
currently stands 49 percent of Toronto residents were born outside Canada. Brief overviews of
each province and territory help readers find where they fit best. The writers play to the
presumed liberal bias of their readers and provide information to that end (abortion: legal since
1988; the death penalty: abolished in 1976; same-sex marriage: legal since 2004;the firearm
homicide rate: one-eighth the U.S.'s). As a lighter and less ideological companion to this useful
but narrowly targeted book, readers should check out Will and Ian Ferguson's comic work How
to Be a Canadian.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.Review“Easy-to-follow and comprehensive.” ―Publishers WeeklyFrom the Inside
FlapAn easy-to-use, step-by-step guide to calling Canada homeMore and more Americans are
thinking of moving to Canada for work, study, peace of mind---even retirement---and whatever
their motivations, they will have to navigate the Canadian immigration and naturalization



processes.So whether you're thinking about moving or already have your bags packed, How to
Move to Canada is for you. It's a straightforward, friendly, informative handbook that delivers on
its promise, providing readers with a thorough understanding of what to expect and where to get
help and more information.How to Move to Canada offers:--A realistic appreciation of what
Canada has to offer Americans--Snapshots of Canada's provinces and territories and their
major cities--Interviews with immigration experts and Americans who have emigrated to
Canada--An immigration checklist and a comprehensive list of resources to consult for more
information--Real-life, hands-on perspectives, and invaluable adviceHow to Move to Canada
makes the move north feel possible, supplying readers with a clear understanding of what they'll
need in order to make a run for the border.From the Back CoverAn easy-to-use, step-by-step
guide to calling Canada homeMore and more Americans are thinking of moving to Canada for
work, study, peace of mind---even retirement---and whatever their motivations, they will have to
navigate the Canadian immigration and naturalization processes.So whether you're thinking
about moving or already have your bags packed, How to Move to Canada is for you. It's a
straightforward, friendly, informative handbook that delivers on its promise, providing readers
with a thorough understanding of what to expect and where to get help and more
information.How to Move to Canada offers:--A realistic appreciation of what Canada has to offer
Americans--Snapshots of Canada's provinces and territories and their major cities--Interviews
with immigration experts and Americans who have emigrated to Canada--An immigration
checklist and a comprehensive list of resources to consult for more information--Real-life, hands-
on perspectives, and invaluable adviceHow to Move to Canada makes the move north feel
possible, supplying readers with a clear understanding of what they'll need in order to make a
run for the border.About the AuthorTerese Loeb Kreuzer is the founder and editor-in-chief of the
Travel Arts Syndicate, which sells travel-related articles and photographs to newspapers and
magazines in the United States and Canada. Her articles and photographs have appeared in
The New York Times, The Miami Herald, The Boston Globe, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
The Vancouver Sun, Toronto Star, and other publications. She formerly edited Michelin on Travel
and Way to Go for The New York Times Syndicate. She is co-author of How to Move to Canada.
She is an honors graduate of Swarthmore College and lives in New York City. Carol Bennett, a
reporter and actress, received her bachelor of arts from the University of British Columbia in
Vancouver and a professional library degree from McGill University in Montreal. She was the
host of a weekly television program, Modern Maturity, that aired nationally on PBS from 1986 to
1988 and for twenty years was the Washington, D.C., correspondent for the Alabama Radio
Network. She has traveled extensively in Canada, where she has many relatives. She lives with
her husband, architect Ralph D. Bennett, Jr., in Silver Spring, Maryland.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneIntroduction:What Is Canada?It takes a night and
half a day to get from Vancouver, British Columbia, to Jasper, Alberta, by train. But this trip
through some of the world’s tallest and newest mountains is the dot on an “i” in Canada’s great
expanse. The second largest country in the world spans six time zones. It is largely uninhabited.



The population of just over 32 million is roughly the same as the population of California. Most
Canadians live within a hundred miles of the U.S. border.Human beings are thought to have first
entered what is now Canada around 24,000 years ago, crossing the Bering Strait from Mongolia
to present-day Alaska and then moving south. Native peoples are known to have lived in some
parts of Canada for at least 10,000 years. Around a.d. 1000 Vikings settled on the coast of
Newfoundland for around a decade but then left.The Frenchman Jacques Cartier was the next
European of record to return. He sailed from St. Malo on April 20, 1534, with two ships and sixty-
one men, looking for gold and a passage to Asia. He found instead a land “composed of stones
and horrible rugged rocks,“ claiming it for France. Forty-nine years later, Sir Humphrey Gilbert
claimed Newfoundland for England. This was the beginning of a conflict between the English
and French for control of this territory that finally ended with the French defeat on Quebec City’s
Plains of Abraham in 1759.However, the defeat was only partial. Canada has two official
languages--English and French--and the Quebecois (“Quebecers” in English) have a culture
distinct from the rest of Canada and a lingering sense of being second-class citizens in an
English-speaking hegemony. Although many of Canada’s premiers have been from Quebec, the
province’s alliance with the rest of Canada has often been uneasy.The beaver is Canada’s
national animal, and rightly so. From the seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth century, the
European hunger for beaver skin hats was insatiable. Starting around 1600, explorers, trappers,
and traders pushed farther and farther west, seeking beaver pelts. The Hudson’s Bay Company,
founded in 1670, and the North West Company, founded in 1783, were built on trading fur with
natives and with the European trappers who learned from them. Seeking furs, in 1793, a Scot
named Alexander Mackenzie first crossed the Rocky Mountains and made his way to the Pacific
Ocean.The Hudson’s Bay Company once controlled most of the land in modern Canada, from
the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific, from the Arctic Ocean to the Great Lakes. But the taste for
beaver hats waned in favor of silk hats and less pricey furs. In 1870, the Hudson’s Bay Company
ceded most of its domain to the Dominion of Canada and became a department store supplying
the needs of the farmers who flooded the prairies in response to Canada’s offer of cheap land to
anyone who would cultivate it.Because of its size, terrain, and climate, and because of its
political history, Canada has not been an easy country to govern--certainly not at a distance. By
the 1860s, with the value of Canadian furs diminished and the United States unstable and
bloody from civil war, the British Crown was quite willing to let its colony take care of many of its
own problems, including defense from its neighbor to the south.The British North America Act of
1867 established the Dominion of Canada as a confederation of provinces governed by a
premier and a parliament in Ottawa. The first four provinces in the confederation were Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. The Statute of Westminster, signed in 1931, further
loosened the ties with Britain, giving Canada control over its external affairs. Finally, the
Constitution Act of 1982 (which Quebec refused to sign) allowed Canada to change its
constitution without asking permission of the British government. The Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, guaranteeing Canadians freedom of religion, thought, belief, opinion, and



expression, was part of that document.When Canadians talk about what it means to be
Canadian, it’s often to this charter that they return as an expression of fundamental principles
and beliefs. They also define themselves as a peacekeeping nation and as a nation with respect
for law. “Peace, order, and good government” is how they put it--the “POGs.” They will also tell
you that they take care of one another. “It’s not just a matter of public policy but of personal
behavior,“ said Mary-Anne Hurley-Corbyn, who lives in New Brunswick. “I live in rural Canada,“
she said. “New Brunswick only has 750,000 people--but it’s very community-oriented.”Canada’s
universal health care system is sometimes mentioned in this connection. In the fall of 2004, CBC
Television initiated a contest to designate “the Greatest Canadian.” The winner, with 1.1 million
people voting, was Tommy Douglas, the Saskatchewan premier who spearheaded Canada’s
universal health care system. TV host George Stroumboulopoulos, who argued for Douglas’s
“candidacy,“ said that if Douglas were removed from the national equation, “you remove the
caring, sharing legacy of everything that we value.... This is our most treasured national
characteristic.”The name “Canada” first appeared on a map circa 1547, bestowed by Jacques
Cartier after he heard the word on his second voyage of exploration. Two young Indian men on
his ship used it to refer to a village; Cartier thought they meant the whole country. As it turns out,
though, Canada’s influx of immigrants has made it one of the most multicultural nations in the
world. Cartier may have been right. Canada has many characteristics of a village, whose
inhabitants are mutually dependent and who believe that the well-being of one impacts the well-
being of all.SNAPSHOT: CanadaLocation The northernmost country of the North American
continent, bordered by the Arctic, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans and by the United States of
America. The land border with the United States is 3,145 miles long. The water border is 2,380
miles. Canada touches the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Alaska. Most of the
border with the United States runs along the forty-ninth parallel.Canada extends from latitude 41
degrees 58 minutes N at Pelee Island in Lake Erie (the same latitude as Rome, Italy) to 83
degrees 7 minutes N at Cape Columbia on Ellesmere Island, well above the Arctic Circle and
within five hundred miles of the North Pole.Canada’s easternmost point is Cape Spear in
Newfoundland (longitude 52 degrees 37 minutes W). The westernmost point is on the Yukon/
Alaska border at 141 degrees W. It stretches 3,400 miles from coast to coast. From north to
south, Canada covers 2,900 miles.Geography Canada is 3.8 million square miles in area, mostly
plains, with mountains in the west and lowlands in the southeast. It has seven major geological
regions centered on the Canadian Shield, an area of 500-million-year-old Precambrian rocks
surrounding Hudson Bay like a crescent and extending over almost half of Canada. The
Canadian Shield is rugged, covered with forests, and dotted with lakes and is rich in minerals.
Much of it is inaccessible. Very little of it can be cultivated.Climate Temperate to Arctic. Proximity
to water (the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, Hudson Bay, and the Great Lakes) moderates the
climate in many places. The prairies are among the coldest places in Canada and get more
snow than the Arctic regions. Mountain ranges in the west also have an effect. The tall Coast



Mountains shield the Yukon and parts of British Columbia from moist and temperate Pacific
Ocean air, leaving them very cold in winter and hot in summer.Population 32,378,122 (est.,
October 2005)Capital OttawaProvincesBritish Columbia; Alberta; Saskatchewan; Manitoba;
Ontario; Quebec; New Brunswick; Nova Scotia; Newfoundland and Labrador; Prince Edward
Island.TerritoriesYukon; Northwest Territories; Nunavut.Population of Major CitiesToronto 4.5
millionMontreal 3.4 millionVancouver 2 millionOttawa 1 millionEthnic DiversityEnglish, Scottish,
Irish 28 percentFrench 23 percentOther European 15 percentAsian/Arab/African 6
percentIndigenous Amerindian 2 percentMixed Background 26 percentReligious
AffiliationsCatholic 44.4 percentProtestant 29 percentOther Christian 4.2 percentMuslim 2
percentOther 4 percentLanguages English, French (official languages. Many others are widely
used, particularly in areas with large immigrant populations). The Official Languages Act of 1969
made bilingual communication mandatory at the federal level. New Brunswick is the only
officially bilingual province.Education Literacy--99 percent of population aged 15 and over has at
least a ninth-grade education.HealthAverage Life Expectancy:Males, 77.1 yearsFemales, 82.2
yearsInfant Mortality Rate: 4.75 per 1,000 live births (est. 2005)EconomyWorkforce: (December
2005) 17.4 millionGoods-producing sector: 25 percentComprises manufacturing; construction;
agriculture; natural resources; utilitiesService-producing sector: 75 percentComprises trade;
health care and social assistance; educational services; accommodatio...Read more
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Jennifer Cline, “Useful, pleasant, and to the point. I found this book reasonably useful as a
means of learning how the immigration process works for Canada. You could certainly research
all this info on the Internet yourself, but it would be a bother. The author points out some
common and potentially serious mistakes that applicants often make on their paperwork.Also,
she herself is an American immigrant to Canada, and speaks from experience and from the
American perspective, which makes this book superior to another of its type, "Living and
Working in Canada" which was written by a British citizen for an audience of non-North
Americans.”

M. Hollins, “Very Useful Information. Extraordinary customer support. When received a travel
guide to Canada. Very soon after we reported the mistake the staff apologized and shipped the
correct book. I highly recommend this book because it covers the minor details of moving
through the transition from USA to Canada. We are planning to build our second home in Nova
Scotia or New Brunswick primarily because the Canadian atmosphere is significantly calmer
than the US.”

Usnbrat, “Pretty good overview. The authors give good information about all of Canada's
provinces. I would have liked to see more in the way of practical advice, including those who are
interested in purchasing real estate but not necessarily intent on immigrating. But I liked it for all
that, and recommend it to anyone interested in living in Canada.”

margaret, “A must have for anyone moving!. This book is a must for anyone thinking of moving to
Canada. I had done my research but all those websites just seem to be saying the same thing
over and over. This book was everything I needed! I highly recommend this book to anyone
thinking of making that move but don't know where to start.”

Ken Chan, “Four Stars. Good information from the book. Thank you!”

Michael James, “Could use an update. Good information but a little dated.”

Freddy, “Covers All the Bases. This book won't tell you everything you need to know to move to
Canada, but it will get you started and tell you where to go for more information. The names,
addresses, phone numbers and websites in this book will save you many hours of research.
Vignettes from people who have already made the move are interesting. A detailed section on
health care, province by province, describes waiting periods, what's covered and how to sign up.”

R. Hoelzer, “Good primer. Definitely a good primer on how to move to Canada. If you want more
in depth information on Canada, consider "Politics in Canada: Culture, Institutions, Behaviour



and Public Policy". It's a bit dated, but very comprehensive.”

The book by Terese Loeb Kreuzer has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 59 people have provided
feedback.
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